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THE PRESIDENT’S PAGE
Welcome to this first Medical History Newsletter
for 2019. I hope the year ahead is productive and
satisfying for all of our members. We welcome
nine new members who have joined the Society in
recent weeks; their names appear later in the
newsletter.
The ANZSHM Executive has continued to work on
a range of administrative improvements. For
example, our new banking arrangements with
Bendigo Bank are in place and we look forward to
a constructive working relationship to support the
Society’s financial operations.
It’s that time of year for renewing your ANZSHM
membership. I encourage you to try the electronic
payment platform at Trybooking. It’s quick and
comes with no advertising. There are no banking
fees applied to international payments. Other
payment options for paying memberships
subscriptions are available. Details are on the
membership form.
We’ve added a new item, `Areas of Expertise’, to
our membership data. From time to time, the
Society is contacted by journalists and television
producers, looking for experts to provide input on
aspects of medical and health history. These
approaches are a great opportunity to
communicate the value of medical history. We’re
interested to know if members are willing to
provide this historical expertise, on a voluntary
basis, and what your areas of expertise are. No
individual’s details would be given to third parties
without the consent of the member.
If you’d like to record up to five areas of your
historical expertise, there are two ways to do this.
For those who pay ANZSHM membership via
Trybooking, there’s a field at the end of your
personal details page. For those who send
membership payment by postal mail, you can
write your areas of expertise on the back of the
membership form.

I’m pleased to report that Georgia McWhinney,
one of ANZSHM’s postgraduate research student
members, has taken on social media coordination
for the Society. Georgia is a PhD student at
Macquarie University in Sydney and a visiting
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scholar at the State Library of NSW. In her
research, Georgia is examining the spread of
disease through British and Dominion soldiers’
uniforms in the First World War. The ANZSHM’s
tweeting community is growing and looking for
input. Tweets are welcome on anything applicable
to medical and health history (journal articles or
books just out, exhibitions/seminars/
presentations). ANZSHM’s twitter handle is
@anzshm.
The countdown has begun to the 16th Biennial
Conference, Beyond Borders: Health and
Medicine in Historical Context, to be held in
Auckland, New Zealand from 3-7 December 2019.
The Call for Papers is open and you have until 31
May to submit an abstract. Full details are
available at the conference website http://
anzshm2019.org/ The Society’s AGM for 2019
will be held during the conference week in
December.
If you are interested in hosting the 17th Biennial
Conference in 2021, information about what’s
involved is available from ANZSHM’s Honorary
Secretary, Dr Charmaine Robson at
anzshm@anzshm.org.au

A busy year awaits, with something for everyone
to engage with. Start writing an abstract for
December, plan your conference travels, bring a
friend to an ANZSHM event, encourage a
colleague to read Health and History.
Madonna Grehan
mmgrehan@bigpond.com

ALL ABOUT
OURSELVES

academic direction of the specialty. It was a real
privilege to be involved. A huge amount was
achieved.

Members of the ANZSHM
describe their life, work and
interests

I am certain that my time with the Foundation,
my earlier research experience in Oxford, and my
experience as editor of an international journal,
Both at school and at the University in Adelaide I significantly changed me from being a clinician
seemed entirely consumed by science and medical and educator into someone with curiosity beyond
clinical surgery. Each period provided an
studies and, of course, sport. History was never
unforgettable and enormous stimulus for both my
included. Nor did it in any way seem important
wife and myself. Thus, on moving to Canberra in
during postgraduate studies in Oxford toward a
2001 and then retiring from the Foundation (in
Fellowship in Otorhinolaryngology. Indeed my
2014), I was at last free to seek other avenues of
first contact with past medical and biological
interest.
history was through having to do background
reading for a surgery-related thesis based on
Though not a historian, I wondered about
experimental research. The libraries of Oxford
were a great resource. The wider aspects of history becoming involved in the history of medicine,
were a complete blank. The history books seemed partly because I had been impressed with hearing
some medical history lectures in Germany and
stuffy and irrelevant. But Oxford was wonderful.
My wife and I found it magical as a young married England. However there was no Group in
Canberra. It had apparently been tried in the past
couple---even though we were flat broke.
but did not continue. Thus, on joining ANZSHM,
I learned that there were a few members living in
But, on returning to Adelaide and as things
Canberra and, after obtaining contacts, a meeting
progressed through a specialist career, I was
invited to become Editor of the Australian Journal was convened and I offered to start a Group —
of Otolaryngology. This was curiously absorbing initially with those who agreed to be contributors.
and I was often left with part-pages to fill. I then This evolved into the ACT History of Medicine
Group (ACTHMG) and has now grown to 45
came up with the idea of inserting historical
members---including many who come simply out
vignettes as fillers and started combing the
of interest. It is incredible that the list of members
Cowlishaw collection of the RACS for old books
and past editions of Journals, extracting snippets now contains folk from such an astounding range
of disciplines and experience. Such is the nature
of writing from as far back as the 17th century. It
of Canberra. The ANU Medical School has been
was rewarding that so many readers enjoyed
kind enough to provide facilities, the topics
these. Indeed it became their first interest on
opening the Journal. I was clearly not a historian, presented have been of excellent standard and
broad in coverage, and the Group maintains an
but the works and writings which I collected
affiliation relationship with ANZSHM.
revealed attitudes to research, disease and
treatment which became absolutely fascinating to
It has been a rare privilege to have had several
me during a 15 year period of sole editorship.
phases in a professional career, to now taste the
delights of being involved in medical history and
But my entire period of active clinical life from
1962 to 2001 was truly dominated by private and to now contribute historical papers of my own.
public practice, teaching, writing and lecturing,
Dean Beaumont
the development of courses in the specialty, the
gdeanbeaumont@bigpond.com
introduction of new technologies to South
Australia, and the development of the newly
created Flinders Medical Centre---as well as
having various responsibilities in my specialist
Society. However, towards the end of my time as a
clinician and administrator, I was invited to
become a Trustee and Chairman of the Garnett
Passe and Rodney Williams Memorial
Foundation, this being entirely devoted to the
advancement of my specialty. That period of 15
years opened up new horizons and new contacts
for me in science and academia, both in Australia
and overseas. It was a totally new departure from
what I had previously done and enabled me to
craft massive changes in the scientific and
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MEMBERS’ NEWS

WHITHER THE NEWSLETTER?

Welcome!

While researching the `Blast From the Past’ for
the current issue I stumbled across the following
comment made in February 1994 by Ian Chapple,
one of my predecessors as editor, apropos the
Society’s proposed new journal:

Louise Brown (VIC)
Richard Harper (VIC)
Walter and Jan Heale (VIC)
Gabriella Kelly-Davies (NSW)
Ian Roberts-Thomson (SA)
Tony Wark (VIC)
Georgia McWhinney (NSW)
Rebecca Wood (NSW)

CONGRATULATIONS
Dr Paul Lancaster - Member (AM) in the General
Division of the Order of Australia for significant
service to community health, particularly to
perinatal and paediatric medicine.
Dr Roger Wilkinson - Member (AM) in the
General Division of the Order of Australia for
significant service to medicine as a
cardiovascular surgeon, and to the community.

ISHM NOTES
The ISHM journal, Vesalius, is now an ejournal
and is available online to members. It can be
accessed at www.vesalius.org.uk. For those
interested in joining the Society and gaining
access to the journal, search International Society
for the History of Medicine, and go to
membership where the application arrangements
can be found. The December 2018 issue is
available and has several interesting articles. The
Society’s new Newsletter editor, Luca Borghi,
explores William Osler, his library Bibliotheca
Osleriana held at McGill University Montreal
and his role in the formation of the Historical
Section of the Royal Society of Medicine. Another
fascinating paper is by ANZSHM member, Joan
Stivala, on fever in the Roman Empire. She
explores the ‘diseases’ fever and their diagnoses
based largely on progression.
A reminder that the next ISHM meeting will be
from 2-6 September 2019 in Oaxaca, Mexico. The
Mexico Society for the History of Medicine will
be hosting the meeting. Southern Mexico is also a
land of rich history, heritage and culinary
delights. The next International Congress of the
ISHM will be in Riga, Latvia, August 24-28 2020.
Details available on the website ishm2020.rsu.lv.
Brian Reid
bandlreid@bigpond.com
Contributions to the Newsletter are always
welcome. The next deadline for copy is 15
May 2019. Copy should be sent to the
editor, Derek A Dow at d.dow@auckland.ac.nz.
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If all goes well the first issue will appear in May
1995 and thereafter in November and May each
year. The newsletter, Medical History Australia,
will continue to appear quarterly, throughout
1994 and thereafter appear in its present form
in February and August each year. Moreover a
truncated newsletter will be sent out with the
Journal in May and November. Members will
therefore still be receiving a quarterly
communication from the Society.
In the event the first issue of Health and History
did not appear until 1998, with the editors
claiming that it might be considered `a bulletin
in the process of (rapidly) becoming a journal’.
By volume 3 (2001) the initial designation of
`Bulletin’ had changed to that of Journal; that
same issue printed a photograph of the ASHM
Council with Ian Chapple listed as `News
Bulletin Editor’.
The frequency of the newsletter has never
changed from the quarterly format. In recent
months, however, the ANZSHM has started to
distribute, via email, a regular Events Calendar,
and the President’s Page in this issue announces
the appointment of Georgia McWhinney as social
media coordinator, stating that: `Tweets are
welcome on anything applicable to medical and
health history (journal articles or books just out,
exhibitions/seminars/presentations).’
Given the ever-expanding nature of social media
commentary, where, if at all, does our Newsletter
fit? Feedback or comment is welcome.
Derek Dow
d.dow@auckland.ac.nz
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AMPI NEWS
A little goes a long way? Homoeopathic
doctors in colonial Australia
Homoeopathy is a system of alternative medicine
that was first popularised by the writings of its
inventor, the German physician Samuel
Hahnemann, in the early 1800s. It spread rapidly
from Germany to Britain and America, and in due
course to the Australian colonies.
The history of homoeopathy in Australia has been
thoroughly researched by Barbara Armstrong,
whose impressive website includes a
comprehensive listing of early homoeopathic
practitioners and pharmacists. Given that many
were unqualified enthusiasts, the question arises,
to what extent was homoeopathy adopted by
qualified doctors? By sharing information with
Barbara Armstrong , AMPI has been able to
identify 45 legally-qualified colonial doctors who
described themselves, at some stage in their
careers, as homoeopathic practitioners.

heresy’ and describing its practitioners as `black
sheep’. In 1867 the editor tackled the promoters of
a homoeopathic dispensary, accusing them of
`impudence’ in requesting a government grant. In
1874 and again in 1877 the journal renewed the
attack, admonishing those registered doctors who
mixed homoeopathy with scientific medicine, and
accusing them of trying to curry favour with a
gullible public. And so the war continued.
Nevertheless a steady trickle of registered doctors
defiantly converted to homoeopathy, often citing
the harm caused to patients by conventional
practices such as bleeding. Henry Coward MRCS,
an emigrant of 1842, took up homoeopathy during
a trip home to England in the 1850s. When he
returned to Melbourne in 1859 his advertisements
announced that, after `careful investigation and
study in London’, he was convinced that
homoeopathy was superior to conventional
medicine.

Meanwhile Francis
Bellamy MRCS
LSA, when he
Statistically this means that about one in a
came out to Sydney
hundred colonial doctors practised homoeopathy
in 1855, arrived
to some extent – roughly the same proportion as in with ready-made
Britain, where 227 from a population of about
homoeopathic
22,000 doctors were listed in both the Medical
experience, having
served as surgeon
Register and the Homoeopathic Medical
to the Guernsey
Directory of 1866.
Homoeopathic
The first homoeopathic practitioner in Australia
Dispensary and the
was Stephen Simpson, who came out to Sydney in Jersey
Sydney Rudge Robinson
1840. He had published an entire book on
Homoeopathic
MRCS LSA, a homoeopathic
homoeopathy in London in 1836, styling himself
Cholera Hospital
practitioner, at Geelong in
`MD’ on the title page. There is however no
(in the cholera
the 1870s.
evidence that Simpson was a qualified doctor. He epidemics of the
stayed only briefly in Sydney before moving to
1830s and 1850s, homoeopathic hospitals claimed
Moreton Bay, where he became a public servant
outstanding results in Britain and Europe).
and MP.
From early on, homoeopathy had the active
It was probably another Sydney medico, William
support of British royalty and members of the
Sherwin, who became the first qualified doctor to
aristocracy - a phenomenon that continues to this
practise homoeopathic medicine in Australia.
day. But it also garnered wide popular support in
Sherwin was born at Parramatta in about 1804.
Britain and the colonies, and with that came an
Apprenticed to William Bland in Sydney, he then
increasing demand for homoeopathic dispensaries
went to England and qualified MRCS in 1826 - the and hospitals in Australia. In spite of persistent
first Australian native to qualify as a medical
opposition from leaders of the medical profession,
practitioner. He returned to practise in Sydney the homoeopathic dispensaries were established in
following year. Several decades later, after a trip to Melbourne and Sydney in the 1850s, and in
England in 1862, he boldly announced his
Adelaide and Geelong in the 1860s. The first of
conversion to homoeopathic practice.
several Australian homoeopathic hospitals was
established in Melbourne in 1876.
By the time of Sherwin’s defiant declaration of
1862, the profession as a whole was strongly
Stephen Due
opposed to homoeopathy. In the same year, and
stephencdue@gmail.com
again in 1865, the Australian Medical Journal
published long articles refuting the `homoeopathic
MEDICAL HISTORY NEWSLETTER
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`the infinitesimal dose’;
homoeopathy in colonial NZ

in disputes with fellow practitioners about the
validity of homoeopathy.

The last of the early Edinburgh-trained
homoeopathists was George Wilkins LRCS
Edinburgh 1843. In 1857 Wilkin was condemned
as an `irregular practitioner’ by the medical
ethical society in Liverpool, where he practised as
a `professed or exclusive homoeopathist’. His
whereabouts for the next two decades are unclear
but by 1876 he had wound up in Wanganui.
Although he was acknowledged as a skilful
Not surprisingly, given Samuel Hahnemann’s
nationality, several were German-born. The father physician, Wilkin was regularly incarcerated as a
habitual drunkard.
of Franz Hartmann, MD Leipzig 1847, was a
doctor and a friend of Hahnemann. Franz initially
In December 1883 the Wanganui Herald reported
travelled from England to Australia in search of
that Wilkin was now subject to a prohibition
improved personal health. Sydney proved to be
order banning him from licensed premises and
too competitive and he crossed the Tasman to
suggested the following solution to his claim that
Auckland in 1871, where he helped establish a
he needed alcohol to combat his `mental
homoeopathic dispensary. Seven years later, in
grievance’.
May 1878, Hartmann died of tuberculosis.
Echoing events in Australia, colonial New Zealand
also had its share of homoeopaths, including a
significant number of qualified doctors who
included homoeopathy in their armamentarium.
Although these doctors differed in their specific
practices, they tended to fall into one of a number
of reasonably well defined patterns.

Hartmann had followed in the footsteps of his
countryman, Carl Fischer, MD Halle 1848, who
landed in Auckland in the early 1850s, published
the colony’s first medical journal, The
Homoeopathic Echo, in 1855-6, and founded the
Auckland Homoeopathic Hospital and Dispensary
two years later. Fischer also eked out a living as
an agriculturalist and winemaker before making a
fresh start in Sydney sometime in the 1860s.
The fate of a third German homoeopath was
altogether more tragic. Moritz Mark, a Berlin
medical graduate, registered in Christchurch in
1874 and became surgeon superintendent of the
local hospital in 1878. Months later he committed
suicide after a well-publicised spat with one of his
colleagues who had informed the Hospital Board
that: `Dr Mark’s treatment of cases was
homoeopathic, and was founded on German
practice, which he (Dr Chilton) did not
understand, and he certainly had informed the
staff that he could not be responsible for the
results.’
A number of New Zealand’s earliest
homoeopathists had trained in Scotland, where
vocal opposition to the practice was led by the
obstetrician and anaesthetist, Sir James Young
Simpson. The first of these Scottish adherents,
William Purdie, who joined the infant settlement
at Dunedin in 1849, had reputedly worked with
Simpson at one point in his career. Given the
antagonism of Simpson and others, Purdie and
others probably felt they would encounter a more
sympathetic ear in the colonies. Dr Francis Irvine,
the son of an Indian Army officer, was born in
Sydney but the family returned to Scotland where
he graduated MD in 1842. After 12 years’ service
to the Leeds Homoeopathic Dispensary, Irvine
migrated to New Zealand, where he was involved
MEDICAL HISTORY NEWSLETTER

Dr Wilkin is a homoeopath, and believes in
homoeopathic doses. Suppose that his own
doctrine be applied to himself, and that alcohol
be administered to him in the dilution of 3x, two
drops at a time; would that not meet both
`bodily pain and mental grievance?’ We do not
know of any prohibitory law whatever against
this way of taking alcohol.
Sadly, neither homoeopathy nor allopathic
medicine proved effective, and Wilkin died an
alcoholic in Wanganui Hospital on 29 January
1885.
Derek Dow

NSW BRANCH NEWS
The NSW AGM will be held on 18 March 2019 at
the City Tattersalls Club. The after-dinner
speaker will be Professor Louella McCarthy. Her
topic will be ‘Whither medical humanities: clinical
decisions and moral hazards at the borders’.
The Society is preparing for the Ben Haneman
Oration. This is a joint venture with the Public
Library of NSW and is a memorial to the late Dr
Ben Haneman, physician and bibliophile. The
Oration, held each two years, will be on 22 August
at the NSW Public Library. The 2019 lecturer is
Dr Kirsty Short, a virologist and an Australian
Research Fellow, School of Chemistry and
Molecular Biosciences, Faculty of Science,
University of Queensland. Dr Short has been
described as `the flu fighter’ for her work on
severe influenza infections and in 2018 was
awarded a L'Oréal-UNESCO For Women in
Science Australia & New Zealand Fellowships,
supporting outstanding early career female
scientists.
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BOOK NOTICES
Roslyn Burge, Broughton Hall - Brought to
Life, Friends of Callan Park, 2018.
The November 2018 newsletter gave details of a
new book, Callan Park, Hospital for the Insane by
Sarah Luke. Now we are lucky to have Roslyn
Burge’s history of Broughton Hall, available from
http://www.callanpark.com/.

tale is told with wit,
humour, sympathy
and sometimes
sorrow, all washed
down with a dozen
oysters and a glass
or two of fine South
Australian wine.’
The description is
reminiscent of the
hugely popular tales
of British veterinary
practice, published
in the 1970s under
the pen name
`James Herriot’.

BLAST FROM THE PAST

Medical History Australia 25
years ago
Roslyn Burge also wrote the companion volume,
Callan Park: Compassion and Conflict in the
Asylum (Friends of Callan Park, 2015).
Broughton Hall is situated on the Callan Park site.
Originally built as a private home, it became a Red
Cross Hospital then, in 1918, Australia’s first
voluntary psychiatric clinic. This book tells the
story of the site with passion and expertise. It is
beautifully presented with an array of fascinating
photographs, many previously unpublished.
Broughton Hall is essential reading for all those
interested in the history of mental health.
Judith Godden
judith.godden@uni.sydney.edu.au

The August 1993 Newsletter contained a report by
Prue Deacon on the second informal meeting of
Canberra members, held in June 1993, which
included papers on the first Australian nursing
history conference (Melbourne, May 1993) and on
the Royal Canberra Hospital, coinciding with the
publication of AJ Proust (ed), History of Medicine
in Canberra and Queanbeyan and Their
Hospitals. Reading Prue’s report encouraged me
to make a second attempt to recruit Dean
Beaumont, the driving force behind the current
Canberra medical history initiative, to contribute
an All About Ourselves column. I’m delighted to
include Dean’s response in this issue.

The February 1994 newsletter included a report by
Ben Haneman on the NSW Medical History
Society’s Student Meeting in December 1993. He
Anthony Radford, Have Stethoscope Will
Travel, My rtle Bank, 2018, xxxiv + 292pp. noted that members had been treated to `six
magnificent papers’, at the end of which the judges
were unable to separate the top two contributors
In 2012 Anthony Radford published Singsings,
for the $250 prize for the best paper. One of these
Sutures and Sorcery, an account of his 50-year
was an account by James Heywood of the Spanish
link with Papua New Guinea, which he sub-titled
flu epidemic, which is the subject of intense
`a dokta at large in the land of the unexpected’.
The author, a 1960 Adelaide medical graduate who current interest as Australia commemorates the
centenary of this scourge. The other joint winner
was foundation professor of Primary Care and
Community Medicine at Flinders University for 20 was Alison Bashford, who, in the words of
Haneman, `showed how sanitary concepts, the
years, has now followed this up with a second
desirability of a wholesome house, a wholesome
volume of autobiography. Sub-titled `a doctor at
hospital also demanded the assistance of pure,
large in rural South Australia’, this describes
Radford’s experiences over two decades as a locum wholesome nurses. (Well, that is what we had in
Australia).’
GP. The book is based on diaries which he kept
during this time. As the flyer pithily puts it, `His
MEDICAL HISTORY NEWSLETTER
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As ANZSHM members know, Alison went on to
have a stellar career as a historian of science and
medicine, culminating in her 2017 return from
Cambridge to Sydney as Research Professor in
History and Director of the New Earth Histories
Research Program at the University of NSW. One
of her earliest publications was `Frances Gillam
Holden and the children's hospital dispute, 1887:
woman's sphere, feminism and nursing',
Women's History Review, vol. 2, (1993), 319330, which addressed some of the themes she
examined in her talk to the NSW Society at the
end of that year.

JOURNAL WATCH
ANZSHM members continue to feature in the
pages of the major medical history journals other
than Health and History. This quarter it is the
turn of New Zealand.
Linda Bryder, `Challenging New Zealand’s icon,
Sir Frederic Truby King’ , Social History of
Medicine, July 2018 (online version, see https://
doi.org/10.1093/shm/hky051).
New Zealander Dr Frederic Truby King MB CM
Edinburgh 1886, founded the Society for the
Protection of the Health of Women and Children
(the ‘Plunket Society’) in 1907 to promote the
welfare of mothers and newborn infants. His
publications became an authoritative source of
childrearing advice in New Zealand and
elsewhere. Over time King and his childrearing
advice has been challenged by paediatricians,
psychologists and social historians, all of whom
cast him as a villain whose views damaged both
mothers and infants. Bryder’s article
contextualises these attacks and analyses his
childrearing manuals to test some of the
assumptions made about his advice to parents.

Linda Bryder, `Mobilising mothers: the 1917
National Baby Week’, Medical History, 63.1,
January 2019, 2-23.
This article focuses on Britain’s 1917 National
Baby Week and specifically how it played out in
London. Pageantry and celebration were an
important part of the event, possibly offering
some distraction from the trials and horrors of
war, and were embraced by women of all social
classes. The women who led the event also seized
the opportunity to promote the material wellbeing
of, and state support for, women and children.
Baby Week also helped showcase other welfare
systems, especially that of New Zealand, as a
model for Britain.

Vaccination was initially requested by the
Nepalese government but the campaign came to
an abrupt end when the Nepalese King, who was
not vaccinated, died of smallpox. Heydon links
this event to the Nepalese plea to WHO for help
with communicable disease control in the midtwentieth century, using this early case study to
examine why public health policies and
programmes do or do not succeed.
Sandra Elder, `Gender and cortisone: clinical
practice and transatlantic exchange in the
medical management of intersex in the 1950s’
Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 92.4, Winter
2018, 604-33.
The latest issue of the Bulletin of the History of
Medicine also has a New Zealand component.
One of the central figures in Elder’s story is John
Money (1921-2006) who was born in Morrinsville,
NZ and studied psychology at Victoria University
of Wellington before emigrating to the USA where
he became a professor of paediatrics and medical
psychology at Harvard and specialised in research
on sexual identity and the biology of gender.

INFLUENZA PANDEMIC WEBSITES
Two websites have recently been launched to
document the effects of the pneumonic influenza
pandemic on New South Wales in 1919. One has
been developed by State Archives & Records NSW
and focuses particularly on government initiatives
to prevent and manage the spread of disease, as
well as its financial and administrative
consequences: https://www.records.nsw.gov.au/
archives/collections-and-research/guides-andindexes/stories/pneumonic-influenza-1919#
Under the auspices of the Royal Australian
Historical Society, ANZSHM member Dr Peter
Hobbins has also created a website exploring the
wider medical and social impact of the pandemic.
This site is accompanied by a downloadable
research guide for community historians, an
interactive map outlining official outbreak dates
and emergency hospital locations, and a section
where local and family historians can upload their
histories and memories: https://
www.rahs.org.au/an-intimate-pandemic-thecommunity-impact-of-influenza-in-1919/

Susan Heydon, `Death of the King: the
introduction of vaccination into Nepal in 1816’,
Medical History, 63.1, January 2019, 24-43.
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A DATE FOR YOUR DIARIES—AUCKLAND December 2019
New Zealand has been the venue for
three previous medical history
conferences, the first of which was
organised in Hamilton in 1987 by the
late Dr Rex Wright-St Clair. Rex’s efforts
inspired two further conferences in
Auckland in 1994 and 2005, both
convened by Professor Linda Bryder
who will again assume this role in 2019,
assisted by our two NZ councillors, Dr
Derek Dow and Ms Ella Arbury, longtime Society member Dr Kate Prebble,
and Drs Katrina Ford and Cheryl Ware.

BSHM CONGRESS 11-14
September 2019
The 2019 biennial Congress of the British Society
for the History of Medicine will be held in Bristol
from 11-14 September 2019, in the M Shed
Museum, which opened in 2011 in a former
dockside transit shed.
Congress themes are: History of Medicine at Sea;
History of Medicine in the West of England;
History of Health Care Education; History of
Mental Illness and Mental Disability; `Other
Topics’.

The iconic Clifton
Suspension
Bridge, Bristol,
opened in 1864.

The organisers hope that a publisher specialising
in maritime history will support a monograph of
appropriate presentations given in the History of
Medicine at Sea sessions.
The portal for submission of abstracts opened on 1
February and closes on 31 May. Further
information about the Congress can be found at
bshm.org.uk.
The keynote speakers are:
Professor Mark Harrison (Director, Wellcome
Unit for the History of Medicine, Oxford)
Dr Cherry Lewis (author of The Enlightened Mr
Parkinson)
Sir Simon Wessely (Regius Professor of
Psychiatry, King’s College, London)
Professor Gareth Williams (School of Arts, Bristol
University)
Jon Baines Tours, who are well known to many
ANZSHM members are organising a pre-congress
tour of Bristol and the South West from 9-11
September, centred on the history of medicine,
maritime history and local history.
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